
Key FeaturesWhy the hype?

Please note that all descriptions, specifications,  

and claims are based on manufacturer information. 

Information listed and provided are to be used  

at the sole discretion of the consumer. 

 

The Goon 22/24 RDA by 528 Customs presents one 

of the most innovative and intuitive terminal designs 

to date, featuring a two post clamp style design in 

which the coil leads are inserted and sandwiched 

between a large flat surface area that makes setting 

coils extremely easy. Positioning and inserting coil 

leads is done within a 4mm wide space between each 

posts screws, and has a large range of vertical room if 

necessary, making this design one of the most build 

friendly and efficient designs to date. Each side of  

the clamp is 24K Gold Plated to ensure consistent  

and strong conductivity, and features a flat surface  

area to increase contact with each lead.  

 

The build deck itself features a 20mm inside diameter, 

a 5mm deep juice well and PEEK insulators, making  

it a roomy and capable deck purpose built for builders. 

Airflow enters the Goon’s chamber right above the 

build deck through three 3mm diameter airholes  

on each side, with a single side airflow option that 

can be throttled all the way down to a single air hole. 

Airflow is adjusted via the top cap, and allows for a 

versatile range of options, from fully open to one air 

hole per side, and finally to the aforementioned single 

air hole option. This range, coupled with a hybrid 

compatible copper 510 connection, makes the Goon an 

excellent all around platform, from flavour enthusiasts 

all the way to cloud chasers.  

 

The Goon uses a proprietary drip tip with a bore 

measuring 10.5mm and manufactured out of delrin. 

With one of the most ambitious yet functional build 

decks on the market, the 528 Customs Goon RDA 

makes for an excellent, well rounded rebuildable 

dripping atomiser.

•	 22/24mm Diameter

•	 Innovative Two Post Build Deck

•	 Clamp Style Posts

 - 4mm of Width Between Screws

 - Easily Secure Very Large Leads

 - Gold Plated Posts for Conductivity

 - Purpose Built for Builders

 - Two Phillips Screws Per Post

 - 5mm Deep Juice Well

 - PEEK Insulation

 - 20mm Inside Diameter Build Deck

•	 Adjustable Dual Triple Air hole Airflow

 - 3mm Diameter Each

 - Single Coil Compatible

•	 Three Piece Assembly

•	 10.5mm Delrin Drip Tip

•	 Copper 510 Contact

•	 High Quality Stainless Steel Chassis

•	 CNC Engraved
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